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By EM Johns

Having been written off at the start of the campaign, Labour’s many thou-
sands of active members have pulled off a remarkable turnaround, dragged
British politics to the left, and dealt a near fatal blow to Theresa May, who
was revealed to possess the same personality and political nous as the ears
of wheat that she once so joyously trampled. 

We are in a strong position to win the next election. Even more importantly,

we have a huge chance to revive and rebuild the labour movement. Here are
some ideas for where to focus our efforts in this fast-moving situation.

Industrial militancy
If or when the Corbyn-led Labour Party comes to power, we will meet much

fierce resistance from the big business interests who oppose its programme.
The leadership will be put
under pressure from all sorts of
quarters to compromise or be
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Despite the momentum of the campaign, we feared we would be
producing this issue of The Clarion as the Labour left fought for its
life against a resurgent right pushing to remove Corbyn.

Instead we write in the situation of a potentially resurgent left, but
a few days after a stark and horrendous reminder of how capitalism
has pushed down the rights and living standards of workers in Britain:
the deaths at Grenfell Tower in Kensington. There is no time to lose
rebuilding a labour movement that can fight to end such horrors.

Despite our advances, many opportunities have been lost since 2015.
We need to refocus on how to transform Labour, revive the labour
movement and develop working-class struggles.

The Labour Party and the country are standing at a crossroads.
Jeremy Corbyn's election as Labour leader in 2015 opened a space

for socialist politics to re-emerge into the British mainstream. His re-
election in 2016 confirmed that there are at least hundreds of thou-
sands in Britain of people who want to see an end to austerity, to
neo-liberalism and to the worst misery inflicted by the capitalist sys-
tem. There are hundreds of thousands of people who at least aspire to
a better society than capitalism. The socialist left of the labour move-
ment has a historic opportunity now – we must seize it.

That means an open discussion on politics and principles, assisting
the grassroots of the labour movement to develop our own policies
and programme for a Labour government and for transforming soci-
ety, building on and critically engaging with policies proposed by the
leader’s office, the unions, the constituencies, and other parts of the
movement.

It means democratising the Labour Party, preventing further coup
attempts against the leadership, and preventing further unjust purges,
suspensions, and expulsions. It means facilitating debate on Momen-
tum, its purpose and its future.

The Clarion is a space for and a contribution to those debates. In
addition to news and reports from the movement, our coverage will
particularly focus on

• Debate and discussion on class and class struggle today, and how
we go beyond “new politics” and “progressive politics” to revive work-
ing-class politics.

• How we make socialism, a new society based on common owner-
ship and need not profit, the basic, unifying goal of the left; and fight
for bold socialist policies in the here and now.

• Fighting nationalism, building working-class solidarity across bor-
ders and between workers of different backgrounds and communities.

• To take a serious and consistent approach to equality and libera-
tion struggles.

• To stand up for rational debate and against nonsense, against the
culture of clickbait, conspiracy theory, and instant denunciation which
has taken root in some parts of the left. 

We welcome involvement from comrades who are in broad agree-
ment with these points. We aim to complement rather than compete
with existing publications on the Labour left, and to critically engage
with ideas from across the left.
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smashed. The most effective counterweight is a strong organised grass-
roots labour movement that extends beyond the ranks of the party. Trade
unionists should take heart from the popularity of Labour's manifesto
and push their leaders into more aggressive stances on pay, conditions,
and funding for services. We need to be in a position to turn Labour's
programme into reality on the ground, which will take not only the pass-
ing of laws, but the will and participation of millions of workers. 

Unions and workplace organisation are not in good shape. We have
just witnessed the biggest fall in union membership since records began.
Yet the political situation gives us an opportunity to revive the labour
movement in workplaces and communities as well as in Parliament.
There has not yet been a Corbynite radicalisation in the trade unions –
we need to make it happen.

Prepare for another election
Theresa May's shameful deal with the DUP may not last long. We

should hammer the Tories for raising the spectre of a Labour-led “coali-
tion of chaos”, then plunging us all into greater uncertainty. We should
hit out against the hypocrisy of attempts to portray Jeremy Corbyn as a
terrorist sympathiser now that they are being propped up by a party with
historic links to Loyalist paramilitaries. 

Corbyn has called for the party to remain in “permanent campaigning
mode” and announced he will be touring dozens of marginal seats. This
can build our activist base. There are plenty of seats which are winnable
next time around. We need to build Labour’s momentum everywhere.

The result was uneven across the country. For example, while we took
Sheffield Hallam — a seat that has never been Labour — from the Lib-
eral Democrats, we almost lost Penistone and Stocksbridge — a con-
stituency with a steel town at its core — just up the road. In Derbyshire
we took High Peak but lost North East Derbyshire, a coalfield seat held
by Labour for decades where the famous Clay Cross council struggle
took place.

While many of our urban centres are relatively “safe”, there is work to
be done in the towns and villages, the de-industrialised areas, the so-
called “heartlands” (although the actual political history of these places
is more complex than simply having been Labour since time immemo-
rial). We need to develop a serious strategy for supporting comrades to
develop party recruitment, education and activist training everywhere.

Education
The Labour Party has not fulfilled an educative role in society, being

almost exclusively an electoral machine. If we want to push ourselves
over the winning line with the sort of manifesto we fought this campaign
on, we have to turn more people into conscious socialists. Local Labour
Parties and Momentum groups should organise meetings and educa-
tional courses in the ABCs of socialism. Every activist is, or can be, an
expert on something. We need a deeper understanding within the move-
ment of where we have come from, the history of the party and its rela-
tionship with the working class and the trade unions. We also need to
develop our knowledge of political economy and the grossly unequal
class society we are fighting against. We need reading groups, informal
study circles, lectures, online courses, and a host of other educational
tools.

New election or not, we should holding meetings in estates, neigh-
bourhoods, campuses and workplaces focusing on aspects of the 2017
manifesto and exactly how these policies will improve people's lives,
working with existing campaigns and community groups. Bringing more
working class people in contact with the party, and vice versa, means that
the party will be strengthened strategically and ideologically, our
branches will revive, and we will be more likely to have the Labour rep-
resentatives we want and deserve.

Party democracy
Now that the immediate need to defend the leadership has abated

(for the time being), we must take the offensive in democratising the
Labour Party. This means re-establishing local delegate structures where
they have been moribund, encouraging more union participation at the
grassroots, establishing the clear sovereignty of conference as a policy-
making body, and putting mandatory reselection of MPs back on the
agenda. 

We must press the NEC to lay down a timetable for Parliamentary
selections as early as possible. Members should choose their own candi-
dates, not have them imposed from above. 

Brexit
June’s vote had been bigged up as the “Brexit election”, but Labour

performed so well largely because we made it about all sorts of other is-
sues. We should link Brexit wherever possible to wider issues about social
issues, the economy and democracy. However, it is likely that the Brexit
negotiations will still be the dominant issue in British politics over the
next couple of years, and Labour needs a clear position. We need to make
clear that we are not morally obligated to vote for any final deal that
does not safeguard the rights, liberties, and livelihoods of workers, in-
cluding migrant workers. We need to change course and defend free
movement.

This election campaign has made clear is that the idea of transforming
society is not an idle pipe dream – the power of a large, active, member-
ship-based political party to shift politics significantly in a relative short
space of time can no longer be doubted. The new members are not all
the fickle clicktivists many in the old guard feared – or hoped – they
would be. 

The election campaign may be over for now, but the energy, pas-
sion, and intellect of the mass membership must turn to tackle to the
other urgent tasks that face us.
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Revive the labour movement
What next?

Continued from the front cover

Build Young Labour groups
… is one of the single most important things the left can do in the
period ahead. There is huge youth support for Labour and the left
now — to have an impact and help transform the party, it needs to be
organised. Activists should set up Young Labour groups in every con-
stituency. For help with this, get in touch: email Clarion editor Rida
Vaquas ridavaquas@gmail.com

• For an interview with Sharifah Rahman of Darlington Young
Labour and a report by Daniel Round of Stourbridge Young Labour
(two pioneering YL groups), see our Clarion number 6:
bit.ly/2sA50PT

• For an article on the challenge of organising young people, by Joe
Davidson of Tooting Young Labour, see this article from issue 7:
bit.ly/2sSO2PB
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Grenfell Tower solidarity
The editors of The Clarion are shocked but not entirely surprised
by the terrible events in West London.

We send our solidarity to the friends and families of those who
have died, to the displaced and dispossessed and to their community.

For a range of socialist commentary on what happened in Kens-
ington, from the Clarion blog: bit.ly/2spp20S

For the Grenfell Action Group, which was founded in 2010 and
whose blog contains a wealth of material, see
grenfellactiongroup.wordpress.com

The Grenfell Action group is linked to the Radical Housing Net-
work. For their statement on Grenfell, see radicalhousingnetwork.org

To get involved in support and solidarity, work see Grenfell Com-
munity Response and Support grenfellsupport.wordpress.com

For Unite the Union’s appeal to raise funds, see bit.ly/2tJiAjp

By Maurice McLeod

If I had any say in how Labour builds on its
impressive June 8 election result, the party
would focus on housing as its major policy
push.

The horrific events at Grenfell Tower
brought issues about social housing and disre-
gard for the people who live in it into sharp
focus.

The neglect and indifference that the resi-
dents of the block were met with will come as
no shock to nobody who has lived in social
housing or who has claimed benefits but the
fire forced the rest of the country to sit up and
take notice.

Labour should encourage a massive push for
democratisation on the council estates of
Britain. The party has done lots of work on
local levels encouraging the setting up of ten-
ants’ associations, but this work could be more
formal and more joined up. There are countless

guides to setting up tenants’ associations online
but if the party used its organisational infra-
structure to knock on every door and explain
why joining would give the residents more say
and more security, this would be a good way
into the lives that the party has too often given
up on or taken for granted.

Of course setting up an association is only
the first step Grenfell Tower had an association
but it was ignored for years. The party could act
as a capacity builder for associations, holding
workshops showing them how to be more
effective in fighting for the rights of residents
and could help promote alliances between
associations fighting on the same issues. Of
course this work would give Labour much bet-
ter data about the various estates across the
country but more importantly it would give
residents a greater sense of their agency. People
who feel they have agency are much more
likely to engage in the political process as a
whole.

Housing is an issue that impacts almost
everyone living in Britain. With over 250,000
homeless in Britain, over 5% living in over-
crowded homes, 17% living in social housing
and 37% renting privately, finding an keeping
a reasonable home at a reasonable cost is an on
going concern for a huge swathe of Britain.

I’ve had a council home for 27 years, and it
has allowed me a flexibility that many can only
dream of.

Making a strong argument for building
council homes, controlling rents and taking the
wind out of the housing market will be a huge
winner that could change Britain and its atti-
tudes just as much as Thatcher famously did
with her Right to Buy scheme, which saw
around two million homes move from the
social to the private sector.

Focusing on fixing Britain’s broken hous-
ing market will drive home the fact that many
have already realised: Labour finally matters
again to ordinary people’s lives.

Housing is the key campaign for Labour
reports

Harrow: from
marginal to landslide

After Grenfell: demands to fight for
• For councils to stop and reverse outsourcing.
• For the reversal of fire service cuts and restoration of scrapped
fire service checks.
• For a legal mandate and the necessary funding for all councils
to carry out fire audits and consequent works.
• Jeremy Corbyn’s call to occupy and requisition the homes of
the rich is absolutely right. Housing victims from Grenfell Tow-
ers in this way should be only the start. Empty properties should
be taken and used to provide decent homes for as many people
as possible.

By Rosie Woods, Harrow Momentum

Harrow West was Tory until 1997 when it became a Labour marginal.
Demographic changes helped Gareth Thomas retain the seat but never
with a massive majority.

On 8 June Labour gained 60% of the vote, majority 13,000. Yet in the
weeks up to the election we were told repeatedly it was on a knife edge.
How did they get it so wrong?

Harrow West, like many Labour marginals, ran a wholly defensive cam-
paign. Gareth Thomas barely referenced Labour or the manifesto – even
the most popular bits — in his literature.  The campaign consisted of ses-
sion after session of door knocking. That is a necessary part of any cam-
paign, but this canvassing was purely voter ID. Canvassers were instructed
not to try to persuade people.

For those of us who were campaigning outside schools over education
cuts, or running stalls and speaking to people out and about, it never felt
close. Doing voter registration at a local college, everyone who could vote
was voting Labour and already registered. Out canvassing we found first
time voters were raising their fists in the air and cheering. “I’m voting for
Corbyn”, they said – proud of the fact they were voting for the first time.
There were real signs that since the manifesto launch and the vibrant
Labour national campaign something had shifted. But in Harrow the of-
ficial campaign refused to adapt, even as the polls changed. Corbyn is
toxic, young people don’t vote — this was like a mantra.

Meanwhile Harrow East received virtually no resources at all. Not one
Labour party staffer, while Harrow West had ten! This was also a mar-
ginal, but a Tory one. The received wisdom was that it was unwinnable.
Nonsense: with a negligible though hard-fought campaign, the majority
was cut dramatically. Locally even the most hardened right-wingers have
had to concede they got it wrong. But while they say this, they continue
to organise against the left. 

The existing machine isn’t just resistant to outward-looking cam-
paigning — they have forgotten how. We need to go around them. We
should fight every election as if we think we will win — campaign for
Labour in every seat.
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Sheffield: red all over
By Caroline Henry, Sheffield 
Hallam CLP

Sheffield Hallam was one of the big shocks
of the General Election, with Labour taking
the seat from Nick Clegg and turning it red
for the first time in its history. 

This victory means that all the Sheffield
constituencies now have Labour MPs, but has
also demonstrated the importance of the surge
of members into the Party. 

Prior to 1997 Sheffield Hallam was a Tory
seat. It was taken by the Lib Dems with con-
siderable tactical voting by some Labour sup-
porters. The local Labour Party had focused
more on council elections and largely helped
out in other seats during General Election
campaigns, as the Lib Dem majority looked
unassailable.

Things began to change in the run up to
2015 with a serious campaign, with Oliver
Coppard as the candidate, to unseat the by
then unpopular Nick Clegg. This campaign
made serious inroads into Clegg’s majority,
narrowing it to just over 2500, but also began
to draw new members into activity. The first
CLP meeting after the 2015 election was large,
and the first indication that the membership
was beginning to grow. Corbyn’s leadership
campaign attracted many more new members
across the constituency, but it wasn’t until the
General Election campaign really got going
that large numbers of members and supporters
got involved. 

Hallam should have been a target seat based
on the 2015 result but, due to a more defensive
strategy by sections of the Party, was not pri-
oritised for campaigning and resources. At a
large meeting of the CLP, just after the elec-
tion was called, some local members argued
strongly for a serious campaign on the ground
in Hallam. Jared O’Mara, a Corbyn supporter
with a long track record as a disability cam-
paigner and Labour Party activist, was only se-
lected a matter of weeks before the election.
Jared and many hundreds of Labour Party
members and supporters took to the streets,
canvassing and campaigning, using street stalls
and targeted leaflets. On many occasions there
were over 40 people turning up to canvass.
Many were newer members or members re-
cently drawn into activity. One very successful
initiative involved producing leaflets on the
cuts in local schools, each tailored to a partic-
ular area, which were then handed out outside

the school gates. The response
from parents /carers was ex-
tremely positive, with people
clearly opposed to the cuts in ed-
ucation.

The vibrant, visible campaign
was a hugely positive experience
for all those involved and drew
many into campaigning. Labour
Party members and supporters
from other Sheffield constituen-
cies came over to help. Momen-
tum locally encouraged
supporters to spend time cam-
paigning in Hallam, and Mo-

mentum nationally sent out numerous calls
and texts to get people over to Hallam in the
closing stages of the campaign. Persuading
Labour supporters who had previously been
convinced by the Lib Dems that they needed
to vote tactically to keep the Tories out of the
seat was an important factor in the victory, but
the buzz around the campaign also contributed
in large part to the fantastic result for Jared and
the Labour Party. There has been a further
surge in CLP membership during and since
the election campaign.

The challenge in the next election will be
to mobilise even more people to ensure that
Jared’s majority can be maintained if Tory
voters decide to vote tactically for the Lib
Dems (there was a switch from Clegg back to
the Tory in June), and to ensure that Hallam
CLP can involve the hundreds of new mem-
bers into regular campaigning activity.
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By Helen Rutherford, Chester CLP

Chester is a strange and wonderful place to live. It’s exceptionally af-
fluent to the point of pretentiousness, filled with footballer’s wives,
private schools, Range Rovers and leafy suburban family homes.
When I moved here six years ago from Sunderland after studying
politics I wondered “how on earth could I ever find like-minded so-
cialists?” 

When Momentum came along I really thrived. Through Corbyn’s
re-election campaign I made friends and learned so much about ac-
tivism. It really had a bit of a buzz going in Chester. After the re-elec-
tion, upon trying to get on with local politics within the CLP, it became
very clear that it was, deeply divided. An old guard of middle class,
middle aged, councillors wives and cake bakers had the monopoly of
power and they hated Corbyn with a passion. They knew who the “Mo-
mentum lot” were and we were stared at and glared at and hunted
down, to be argued with at every chance. It was very isolating in my
toxic branch meetings.  

The insistence on the Momentum Steering group on not wanting
to push or challenge the local party on key issues became evident. There
was too much compromise for power and not enough sticking to prin-
ciples. One much respected comrade was constantly lambasted for his
open criticism of the Corbyn bashing by the MP, even in Momentum,
yet hypocritical councillors stand up in a temper and shout that they
would “most certainly criticise Corbyn on the doorstep”. 

Chester fought a decent campaign for the general election. They mo-
bilised, they stood in the city in their gazebo, they published well-di-
rected videos and they even had Steve Coogan alongside Chris
Mattheson MP shouting on the steps of the town hall. But they rarely
mentioned Corbyn in their campaigning. It was all Chris Chris Chris...
the hard working MP of Chester. A fine argument and a true statement,
but still, a world away from the core principles of the wonderful man-
ifesto that helped Labour win back so many seats.

The most interesting aspect for me is whether these marginals can
still cling to their notion that they are simply fighting for their MP’s
because Corbyn is toxic in the more affluent or marginal areas. It plays
into the widespread lie that their politics are any different to Corbyn’s.
I’ve never actually disagreed with any member of my CLP on policy,
simply on this grudge-bearing that continues to this day.

It’s worth noting that just before the election was called, when Cor-
byn was being slammed and May thought she actually had a chance to
grab a higher majority, a by-election was held in Blacon in Chester and
was won by Labour with a landslide. 

The marginals underestimate their constituents. They don’t engage
their new Corbyn inspired members enough and they pedal the lie that
Corbyn is toxic. I’m not sure how they’ll save face now that Corbyn
has proven himself.

Only time will tell but I refuse to accept that the only way to win
marginals is to pretend to be something that we aren’t. We should be
proud socialists.

Corbyn is popular — even in the leafy suburbs
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Get ready for Labour Party conference!
By a 2017 conference delegate

Despite the dramatic events which began in summer 2015, the 2016
Labour Party conference was the first for many years where things
shifted to the right. The right successfully pushed through anti-de-
mocratic rule changes first through the NEC and then through con-
ference, while the leader’s office did not even try to get rule changes
of its own submitted or organise resistance. 

Even coordination of submitting policy resolutions was left to the the
Campaign for Labour Party Democracy, socialist groups including
Workers’ Liberty, and the Momentum NHS campaign. The leader’s of-
fice and the Momentum office, with their much larger reach, did noth-
ing. In fact they seem to have done little to organise for the conference
generally. For more analysis see bit.ly/2ryLF08

This year we must try to make things different.
• CLPs are supposed to select their delegates by 7 July. Find out if

your CLP has selected theirs yet, and put your name forward. In many
places the right may argue for sending small delegations on grounds of
cost. With the hugely expanded party membership, we should argue for
CLPs to send their full delegation, including youth delegates.

Momentum, to give them their due, do seem to be doing some work
on getting delegates this time.

• 7 July is also the deadline for CLPs to submit nominations for the
more left-wing candidates for the Conference Arrangements Commit-
tee and National Constitutional Committee. See the CLPD website
clpd.org.uk

• And 7 July is also the deadline for rule changes, which will be heard
at the 2018 conference. The Clarion is supporting the rule change pro-
moted by the Stop the Labour Purge campaign to end the expulsion of
socialist activists from the Labour Party on grounds of their support for
particular organisations or currents within Labour. See 
stopthelabourpurge.wordpress.com/2017/06/19/urgent

See also the 11 (yes!) positive democratic rule changes on a wide range
of issues, from how the party leader is nominated to making it easier for
CLPs to deselect MPs and send motions and rule changes to conference,
which CLPD is seeking to get submitted to the conference
home.freeuk.com/clpd/170618rulechanges.html

The question arises: will the leadership and Momentum pull their
weight to get these rule changes submitted and passed?

• CLPs that have not submitted rule changes can submit “contempo-
rary resolutions” on policy from the start of August – under current rules
(which one of the CLPD rule changes aim to change) these resolutions
must refer to “contemporary” events from the start of August. Last year

Momentum NHS had success in developing Labour’s NHS policy after
getting 22 CLPs to submit a version of its text, despite promoting the
resolution on a shoe-string.

We imagine they will have another push this year. CLPD will also
promote policy resolutions, as will The Clarion. Watch this space (or
our website).

For help with any of these things, drop us an email:
theclarionmag@gmail.com

Please put this motion in your Labour Party ward/CLP.

This Labour Party notes
1. That on 8 June we won nearly 13m votes, almost as many as 1997
and otherwise the highest since 1966. We gained almost as much as in
1945, with the biggest proportional increase since 1922.
2. That we are rapidly gaining support and members.

… believes
1. That this was possible because of our expanded membership and a
manifesto which inspired millions, particularly young people.
2. That the Tories are weakened, but they will not fall automatically. To
oust them we need active campaigning to oppose their plans and fight
for our policies to strengthen workers’ rights, tax the rich, restore social
provision, cut inequality, and expand public ownership and democratic
control.
3. That we need to
• draw more members and supporters into activity and campaigning;

build local Young Labour groups.
• use this enthusiasm to renew trade unionism, particularly among
young workers, building on inspiring struggles like the Picturehouse
Living Wage strike.
• ensure a democratic party in which members are treated with respect,
including by ending the arbitrary and unjust exclusion of left-wing ac-
tivists and suspension of local parties.
• oppose plans for a hard Brexit, defend free movement.

… resolves
1. To congratulate Jeremy Corbyn and the leadership, and call for our
PLP to get behind them.
2. To campaign on the above basis, supporting and mobilising for
demonstrations, protests and picket lines.
3. To launch local campaigning for a £10/h minimum wage, for banning
zero hours contracts and for strong workers’ rights.

4. To help young members set up a constituency YL group.

Clarion motion: Building on the general election
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By Simon Hannah, Tooting CLP
co-secretary

Even before the last votes were being counted
on 8 June, Labour gains across the country
forced a number of contrite public state-
ments from a number of prominent right
wing Labour MPs.

Some offered heartfelt apologies, others cau-
tious declarations of a ceasefire in the PLP.
Others were more strident, sticking to the pre-
election script of chipping away at Corbyn any
chance they got. Chris Leslie MP was the most
bold, touring the TV studios and telling any-
one who would listen that the result wasn’t
good enough. Theresa May’s campaign was so
bad it was an “open goal” and Corbyn missed
it.

Of course there is some truth that this was
the “worst Tory election in history”, as the
Spectator sadly admitted, and that Labour
could have won it. But Labour was so far be-
hind in the polls when it started a hung par-
liament was clearly the best result that could
be hoped for. A large part of the blame for this
lies with the very same right-wing MPs and
their antics over the last year.

The right are now demanding re-entry to
the shadow cabinet. Neil Coyle wrote in the
anti-Labour Daily Mail that “It is deeply dis-

appointing that leading lights and steady hands
continue to be ignored in appointments to
Corbyn’s post-election Shadow Cabinet.”
Coyle is one of those on the right that de-
mands a broad church when the left is ascen-
dant so they can undermine the leadership and
close ranks and force the left out when the
right is in charge.

It is good that Corbyn has not fallen for this.
The right spent 18 months damaging Corbyn
and the left as much as possible in the hope
that he would be forced out. Their political vi-
sion and project is entirely different to the
left’s. Corbyn wants to bring back social
democracy to the UK as a way of undoing ne-
oliberalism and austerity. Many of the right
MPs still back neo-liberalism and many still

accept the need for austerity. Reintroducing the
right back into the shadow cabinet would only
strengthen the forces that want to undo the
gains that have been made in recent years.

Labour needs to win an election and form
a government. That is a very real prospect in
the next couple of years. With all the energy
and momentum (ahem!) now behind the left,
what do the right think they have to offer?

Corbyn is right to keep out the right

By Rida Vaquas, Oxford East CLP

I am deeply uncomfortable with the sudden
uncritical support for the cries of “more po-
lice! more border guards! more resources to
security services!”

Much of the left is throwing itself behind
such cries. Now, border guards do not prevent
British-born people from becoming terrorists
in their bedrooms.

As socialists, we understand police and bor-
der guards to serve socially violent functions
and to act as enforcers of the authority of a
state which does not serve our interests.

We discuss the police violence at the Battle
of Orgreave, the way they covered up at Hills-
borough, the number of deaths there have been
in police custody, the disproportionate target-
ing and violence directed towards ethnic mi-

norities — all to highlight the point that the
police, as an institution, are not on our side.

More at 
theclarionmag.org/2017/06/07/ourhost

Why the left should not
advocate more police

Blitz the Tory marginals!
Pete Willsman, CLPD Secretary, told
The Clarion: 

“As CLPD predicted, Jeremy proved the
doom-mongers and naysayers wrong, yet
again!

“But for the divisive and disloyal wreck-
ers in the PLP and around Blair, he would
now be leading a minority Labour govern-
ment. In the months ahead comrades need
to organise on the ground as he blitzes the
Tory marginals.

“Equally urgently, party members must
make every effort to get good CLP dele-
gates elected to annual conference, dele-
gates that properly represent the views of
the party that sent them. Every CLP can
submit a rule change to conference too, or
if not then a contemporary motion in Au-
gust. 

“In these ways we can build a more
democratic party with more left-wing
policies, and thus make Jeremy’s huge
task much easier.”

“The truly troubling poser is not ‘Do you think
Mr Corbyn can win?’ but ‘Do you want him to?’”
— Philip Collins appeals to Labour MPs to
continue to undermine Corbyn, The Times, 16
June

Neil Coyle (right) who has been leading
the right’s attack on Corbyn, now wants
the right to get jobs in Corbyn’s Shadow
Cabinet
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By Jamie Green, Vauxhall CLP

Amidst the post-election chaos developing in the Conservative Party, a
peculiar idea seems to be slowly gaining traction. In a recent article, Tory
MP Robert Halfon called for the Tories to rebrand and rename them-
selves the “Workers’ Party or the Conservative Workers’ Party” in re-
sponse to Labour’s new successful “For the many” mantra. Halfon even
warned that such a change was necessary because his party are now “on
death row” having lost its majority.

Such an idea is not new. The Tories have made several attempts to park
their proverbial tanks on Labour’s lawn to attract new working-class voters
before. In 2014, then party Chair Grant Shapps called for his party to be
described as “The Workers’ Party” as part of its brand. In his conference
speech that year, David Cameron claimed: “We in this party are a trade
union too”. Will Theresa May’s Conservative Party take on this idea once
again?

Of course it should probably go without saying that such an idea is pre-
posterous and contradictory. The Tories have historically represented the
interests of Britain’s ruling class and big business, using the hand of the
state to repress the trade union movement with physical violence and dra-
conian anti-union laws. Even without their contempt for organised work-
ers, much of its parliamentary party tends to be filled by business people
and party apparatchiks. Any claim to be for or of  “workers” seems laugh-
able at best.

Despite the gains seen in the general election, there were a few alarming
results that might give the Tories reason to believe such a gimmick could
work. For example, all six seats that went from Labour to the Tories in
2017 were northern, working-class seats that had not gone Tory for many
decades — Mansfield notably went blue for the first time ever. It is likely
that these changes are due to some sort of Brexit effect, given that they all
voted Leave, but they still point to potential in roads for the Tories in for-
mer strongholds of the labour movement, even if this hasn’t happened to
the extent that they had hoped.

Working class voters
Another cause of concern for Labour is the apparent shifts in voting

patterns amongst working class voters. YouGov has recently suggested that
the correlation between social class and voting intention was eroded in this
election, with both the Tories and Labour nearly evenly split amongst
“C2DE” voters. The Tories in fact narrowly beat Labour by two percent in
this group, although Labour beat the Tories by three points amongst “DE”s.
In the last 30 years Labour has tended to lead on “C2DEs”, whilst Con-
servatives poll well with “ABC1s”.

It could also be the case that the Tories may gain inspiration from Em-
manuel Macron’s recent victory in France. Far from being progressive, Mar-
con’s new “En Marche” party has dressed itself in “centrist” clothing and
won a strong mandate to curb trade union rights and cut taxes for the rich.
Indeed George Osborne — one the intellectual architects of David
Cameron’s ostensibly liberal Toryism — has praised Macron’s win in the
recent Presidential election. The idea of a total rebrand along this line
might not go away. However, given the strong sense of preserving the status
quo and promoting tradition that permeates the Tories, this seems less
likely to wash amongst its grassroots.

On the other hand, the 2017 election certainly saw the Labour leader-
ship make big pitches for being the party of workers. Corbyn used many
of his speeches to create a clear sense of  “us and them” when he claimed
the election was “the people versus the establishment”. Also, the final party
political broadcast of the campaign was rightly praised by the left for the
radical demands it made, including “we demand the full fruits of our
labour”. 

There is no doubt that the manifesto and its clear aim to redistribute
wealth from the few to the many was a turning point on the election, and
the leadership should continue driving this narrative and keep pointing to

the need to take on the 1%. This is surely the only way to take on the Tories’
lame pretense of being pro-worker.

The Tories cannot and will not ever be a “Workers Party”. Their very
existence is based on the ruling class’s need to repress the needs, desires
and self-organisation of workers to assert its dominance. A change of name
or description would be a gimmick to try and appeal to blue collar workers
who voted for Brexit and would likely be seen through as such straight
away. Their wider aim seems to be to find a way to capitalise on shifting
demographics in the electorate at time when many of the social structures
that have bound the labour movement, such as trade unions, are in decline. 

It is therefore vital that socialists look to rebuild the labour movement
in a way that brings all sorts of workers toward it, and it’s even more im-
portant that the Labour leadership tightens its claim on being the only
conceivable party of workers.

The Central issue

A Tory workers’ party?

By Kate Harris, Hornsey and Wood Green CLP

There is much cause for celebration and hope in the general election re-
sults for leftwing Labour members and supporters.

We have gotten more MPs into Parliament, increasing vote-shares in
many “safe” seats to unprecedented levels, and overturned Tory majorities in
seats like Kensington, Canterbury and Battersea. We have also mobilised a
large movement of people, especially the young, to both vote and campaign.

I was very pleased to see my parents’ seat taken by Labour, seven years
since it turned blue. The Tory and Labour candidates couldn’t have been
more different. The incumbent, Karl McCartney, has claimed sky-high ex-
penses, sent abusive and condescending messages to staff at the Independent
Parliamentary Standards’ Boards, and takes consistently bigoted positions
on welfare and LGBT rights. Newly-elected Karen Lee works as a nurse in
Lincoln County Hospital. Presumably she has had to resign to attend Par-
liament!

She is one of several new MPs who were workers until very recently. Hugh
Gaffney, the new MP for Scottish seat Coatsbridge, Chryston and Bellshill,
was a postal worker and CWU activist, and wore his former work uniform
to Parliament on his first day in the role, saying “always thought it was im-
portant to remember your roots”. 

The new Labour MP in Crewe and Nantwich, Laura Smith, is a qualified
teacher and education campaigner. Canterbury MP Rosie Duffield is a grass-
roots activist and campaigner who was until a year ago a teaching assistant
reliant on tax credit to support her and her two sons.

East Lothian’s new MP, Martin Whitfield, is a primary school teacher.
Tonia Antoniazzi, the new MP for Gower in South Wales, is a secondary
school languages teacher. This is pushing the definition of  “worker”, perhaps,
but Stockton South’s new MP, Dr Paul Williams, is a practising GP.

Marsha de Cordova had hundreds of people out canvassing for her in Bat-
tersea, thanks to an energetic campaign and support from Momentum ac-
tivists. She is a grassroots disability rights campaigner and is visually
impaired. Jared O’Mara, who won Sheffield Hallam off Nick Clegg, is also
a disability rights campaigner and himself is disabled — he has cerebral palsy.

We have more disabled MPs, more Black MPs, more women MPs and
more disabled MPs in this Parliament.

While this is all good, Prospective Parliamentary Candidate (PPC) selec-
tion is still a far-from-open process, and most of our candidates do not do
“normal” jobs for a wage; instead their CVs read repetitively. At best, they

          
      
            

            
        

              
       

            
              

             
            
            
            

           
         
           

          
      

            

Labour needs worker 

ABC1... C2DE... what? The categories of “social class”

By Amina Saddiq available online at bit.ly/abcwhat
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are often (unelected) trade union officials, solicitors or barristers, school gov-
ernors, consultants and board members for NGOs.

This is not to attack people for their personal backgrounds, or claim that
a straight line can be drawn between someone’s job and their politics, but
there are three fundamental points that I am making.

1. That our candidates should reflect our base, that we are the party of the
working class and should have working-class candidates

2. That workers are uniquely placed to fight for our own class, and
3. That as a Party we should be accountable to workers and to the labour

movement.
We should see ourselves as the political wing of the labour movement, but

not just an election machine. Our candidates should not be selected on
grounds of “competence” or loyalty to the bureaucracy, but on their loyalty
to Party members, and to our class. We should find ourselves reflected in our
selections, because even though the labour bureaucracy tends to be pale, stale
and male, our class is diverse and various.

We need more PPCs, and MPs, who are nurses, teaching assistants, teach-
ers, factory workers, delivery drivers, call centre workers, social workers, train
drivers, customer service assistants, communications workers, receptionists.

We need candidates from our class, of our class, and for our class.

   candidates!

Pages 8-9

At the time of my election I
worked for the Parcel Force di-
vision of Royal Mail. 

I’ve been a union activist with
the Communication Workers’
Union and its predecessors for 27
years, and I’m CWU political of-
ficer for Scotland. I’ve always
been active as a trade unionist and
in political campaigning. When-
ever there are marches, rallies or
struggles, I’ve been there. I’m a
socialist.

My campaign was very much
about sending a working man to
Parliament. People are fed up
with the gap between rich and
poor, they want to change society.
My seat is Labour traditionally,
the SNP borrowed it for a few
years, but we have a strong
Labour tradition, so I was hopeful
we’d win it. What did it was a
grassroots movement, bringing
loads of people out – trade union-
ists, retired members, councillors,
and particularly young people. 

It’s excellent that young people
are getting involved in politics, re-
sponding to the Corbyn phenom-
enon. It’s their future we’re
fighting for. I’m honoured to be
their representative. Young people
fought for my campaign and I’ll
be fighting for them. With issues
like zero hours contracts, the lack
of jobs, the lack of housing – the
future looks bleak unless we
change it.

Labour is starting to gain on
the SNP because the SNP is a
one trick pony. It’s all about inde-
pendence. That is no longer the
major issue. If you want to know
who can form a government na-
tionally and change things, it’s
Labour or the Tories. People want
to see an alternative to the SNP
and unfortunately some of that
goes to the Tories. But for those
who want to change society it’s

Labour.
Across the UK, Labour’s man-

ifesto, Corbyn’s manifesto, obvi-
ously really struck home with
people. It offered people hope.
We need to get into power to im-
plement it. With a bit more time
I reckon we could have won the
election. It was going that way in
Scotland. We have everything to
play for now.

As a trade unionist I’ve always
defended workers’ rights, and
that’s what I’ll be doing in Parlia-
ment too. Trade union rights are
human rights. We need to get rid
of the Trade Union Act as the
first step in getting rid of anti-
union laws. We need to get some
strength back in the unions. If
more workers can join a union
they’ll see the strength they’ve got
to in themselves to make changes.
We need to stop the private prof-
iteers and rebuild our public serv-
ices. We need to stop the way
capitalism is running this country,
sucking out the money and keep-
ing wages low, so we can give
people better wages, hope and a
better life.

More workers should put
themselves forward as Parliamen-
tary candidates. I think a lot of
people feel it’s hard to find the
time and commitment for politics
when you’re working just to get by
– but you’ve got to be hungry for
change and go and do the work
for it. Don’t let the negativity stop
you.

I’m proud of my job, I was
proud to represent workers in
my workplace. Now I’m going to
represent workers in my con-
stituency and in every commu-
nity up and down this country.

Hugh Gaffney was  elected
as MP for Coatbridge,
Chryston and Bellshill, in
central Scotland. Shortly
afterwards he travelled to
Parliament wearing his
postal worker’s uniform.
Hugh spoke to The Clarion. 

“Representing workers —
in my constituency and
everywhere”

Aneurin Bevan, pictured here addressing workers in Tredegar, was a
blacklisted miner before becoming an MP

Theresa May at the Lord Mayor’s Banquet: Doesn’t look like a 
Workers’ Party to us!
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“A class movement to change society”

You call yourself a socialist, pretty prominently, and am I right the
FBU also has socialism in its aims?

We’ve got a preamble to our rule book that links the union’s role as
organising people within a particular industry, to recognising that work-
ers have to act independently, recognising that workers are part of an in-
ternational class, and therefore the union is part of an international
labour movement, with the ultimate aim of changing society, to bring
about a socialist system.

The FBU was founded in 1918, I’m not sure when the socialist aim
was adopted — it wasn’t right at the start — but the union has always
had a left-wing tradition in one form or another.

What do you mean when you say you’re a socialist?
One thing the Corbyn movement has done is open some possibilities

precisely to discuss that issue. John McDonnell has referred to socialism
from the platform of Labour Party conference. Jeremy Corbyn has re-
ferred to “socialism for the 21st century”.

For me it means that we live in an exploitative society where the ma-
jority are exploited by a very tiny minority, the majority being the work-
ing class — I think there’s been a big retreat from even discussing what
we mean by that. People think it’s about wearing flat caps or whatever.
It’s actually about discussing people’s position in society, of not having
ownership of the means of production, so that in order to live people
have to go to work for other people. That’s the basis of exploitation, and
that’s the basis of capitalist society.

Therefore, fundamentally, we have to set out an aim of changing that.
Socialism therefore means you end production for private profit, and you
find ways of producing for need, which at the same puts the majority re-
ally in control of society, so genuine democracy. That’s what socialism
means to me.

How do you think the FBU’s socialist aim inspires its work, and how
do you think members relate to socialist ideas and to politics more
generally?

There’s different levels to that.
First of all, we’re a smallish union, only about 35,000 – we’ve lost about

ten thousand. We have high levels of density, so when there are job cuts
we lose a lot of members. Things are pretty bleak on that front. But as a
trade union we’re there to represent everyone. We’ve changed our rules
on that. We aim to be, if you like, an industrial union that represents
everyone in that sector of public services as well as the wider fire industry. 

Not everyone has to agree with all the political demands and policies
of the union to be in it; our aim is to fight for their pay and conditions. 

Equally, we have got a very good tradition – going back to the union’s
founding – of being on the left. We have politics at the heart of our union
education. Other unions seem to a lot of skills training, which we also
do, but we also do political education, which isn’t just training. Getting
people to try to think for themselves, read, and discuss and so on. 

A lot of our activists will see themselves in some way as socialists, and
it’s always been part of our national education to link up the trade union
struggle with the political struggle, with those ultimate aims. As long as
you live in a capitalist society, you can win individual battles or lose in-
dividual battles, but there’ll always be another battle, because that’s the
way the system works.

So yes, there’s quite a layer of our activists who identify that way, but
interestingly for a long time a lot of them haven’t been politically organ-
ised because of the state of the Labour Party — and the left.

When I joined the fire services in the 1980s, there were organised
groups, people in the Labour Party but also other left organisations. In
the past twenty years, most of that’s gone. A lot have joined Labour since
2015, including a layer of local officials who even a few years ago would
not have dreamed of it, despite seeing themselves as being on the left
and active in local activism beyond the FBU. You know we’ve had a lot
of battles with Labour employers, so there’s been quite an element of ei-
ther hostility to Labour politicians at local and national level for quite a
long time. But the Corbyn thing has changed that a bit and a layer of
people have begun to get involved.

We had a big dispute in 2002 under Tony Blair, where we got pilloried
and attacked, and that led to disaffiliation so there was quite a wide level
of discussion and debate that led to that. Hostility to New Labour, some
of which was a move to the left, some of which was probably just hostility
to politicians. We try to raise political issues with our members.

In the aftermath of the 2007-8 crisis, we did stuff around the banks
— we published a pamphlet calling for public ownership of the banks,
and we raised it at the TUC. We’ve had no criticism from our members
for raising issues like that. We did a similar thing on the energy compa-
nies, calling for those companies to be nationalised, and again it was not
controversial in the union.

Apart from anything else, we’re a union in public services, and a whole
series of decisions that affect us are made by politicians and as a result
of politics, and a lot of our members get that.

What’s the state of unions and workers’ organisation? What can we
do to strengthen it?

I’ve made this point a lot, that we have to face up to how difficult the
situation is. The trade union movement has been cut in half since 1979
size wise and in terms of density, the proportion of workforce in unions
has been cut massively; so has the number of people covered by collective
bargaining. That’s just the headline figures, and then you get to the actual
question of the state of workplace organisation. It’s hard for people to
face up to.

You become aware of sectors where people might be union members
but they have no union reps and no union organisation. You take the
campaign against the Trade Union Bill, and compare it with 1971, when
we took on the Industrial Relations Act. That 1971 movement was only
possible because we had networks of shop stewards on the ground that
could act and lead people in a serious campaign to defeat it — to be
frank, we don’t have those networks now. Largely because industry has
been wrecked, traditional industries, but we haven’t recovered from that
and found new ways to operate in a different economy. It’s a different
world.

We’ve had some discussion in the union recently about recruitment
— when I was at school, everyone’s mum and dad was in a union, union
figures were on the telly all the time, what the general secretary of the
T&G said was very important. That’s all changed, and so consciousness
of unions has shifted. But the need hasn’t changed: being in a union and
being able to operate collectively in your workplace transforms people’s
experience of work.

In our union people see they’ve got to look after themselves and their

INTERVIEW

Rebuild our unions!
Even as the Labour Party has surged, trade unions have continued
to decline. We need to turn the tide.

57
The percentage of British workers belonging to a union in 1979 (13.2
million)

24.7
Percentage in 2015 (6.4 million)

275,000
The fall in the number of union members last year, the biggest fall on
record

Fire Brigades Union General Secretary Matt Wrack spoke to
The Clarion shortly before the general election was called.
We printed the first half of the interview in issue 6. In this
second half Matt talks about wider socialist ideas and
perspectives for building up trade unionism.
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INTERVIEW

families and so on, but they also see things very collectively. If we’re going
to make progress, it’s going to have be through the union, whether that’s
on jobs, or pay, on protecting conditions or whatever. When you reach
an agreement, it’s a way that your management can’t simply act arbitrarily
but has to comply to some extent. 

There’s lots of people in work today who aren’t used to operating in
the way: you just turn up to work and do what you’re told. You don’t
know the rules because probably there aren’t any rules really. It’s very dif-
ferent from the world firefighters are operating in, compared with some
of the younger people working in the private sector, in service industries
and so on.

We have to find new ways of operating – and there are people pio-
neering this, the cleaners’ campaigns, the Picturehouse strikers and so
on. People built unions in the past in probably even more difficult cir-
cumstances than they’re being built in today, so it’s not that it’s impos-
sible.

Momentum has workshops on all sorts of things but not on organising
in the workplace. Jeremy Corbyn and John McDonnell have a long tra-
dition of supporting trade unions in struggles and strikes; they support
getting rid of the Trade Union Act and introducing new rights for people
at work. But that can’t just be delivered from on high, from people in
Parliament, that’s got to be fought for on the ground in workplaces. If
this movement is to be built, it can’t just be electing some MPs and coun-
cillors, it has to be around getting people organised again.

What are the most significant or potentially significant workers’
struggle are at the moment?

One challenge the unions have is around pay. Living standards have
stagnated; they’re still below what they were in 2007-8 and it’s projected
that will continue until 2021 or so. The government’s getting away with
seven years of pay restraint in the public sector so far and it’s looking
like they’ll carry that on till 2020. It’s a real challenge for the trade union
movement. The last two years at the TUC, PCS and ourselves put in a

motion calling for a strategy on that, which in reality hasn’t been imple-
mented.

The struggles we’ve mentioned – the Picturehouse workers, the clean-
ers – those are little shoots of potential optimism. We should get behind
and support these attempts to organise in pretty deregulated parts of the
economy. It could sound a bit pie in the sky on one level, but if we can
make breakthroughs there, history shows it could inspire people in whole
sectors to look at it and say, we’re going to do the same thing. That’s the
optimism there – involving young workers, involving migrant workers
and so on.

In Britain and a lot of countries, there is a rise in nationalism, in anti-
migrant politics and so on. Could you comment on that and how we
fight it?

One thing we have to wake up to is that all populist movements aren’t
necessarily on our side. They can be reactionary as well. Clearly, in my
view,  the 2007-8 banking crisis was a crisis of capitalism. We should say
it’s the fault of capitalism. But one response to that has been right-wing
populism and retreat into nationalism including the blaming of migrants.
Clearly we have to fight that.

The other side is where are the advanced countries going? Is this a
new period of economic nationalism, ending the whole period of liber-
alisation of trade and so on. Trump seems to be setting out a very clear
economic nationalist agenda that’s about protectionism. What protec-
tionism tends to do is bring about protectionism elsewhere. You saw that
a lot in the 20s and 30s. I’m not saying we’re repeating the 20s and 30s,
but we’re possibly facing a very different international regime from the
one we’ve faced for the last thirty years, and it might present very differ-
ent challenges.

There are economic nationalists on the left as well, people who
think that you can solve the problems working people face in Britain
alone. These are not right-wing populists, but they are wrong. I think
these views are fanciful and backward; it was wrong thirty five years
ago and it’s even more wrong today with a more integrated world econ-
omy. These are big things people aren’t discussing enough.

“We should be imaginative and bold”
The first part of our interview with Matt, in which he talks about
perspectives for the Labour Party, can be read here
bit.ly/2rCasR2

Nationalise the banks
In 2012 the FBU successfully fought for the TUC to campaign for
public ownership of banking and high finance, but the policy was
never carried out. Here Matt explains why it is such an important
demand for socialists bit.ly/2sPM2XH



The immigration policy in Labour’s 2017 manifesto was more extreme
in concrete terms than what most of the Leave side were proposing in
the referendum —  in essence assuring full withdrawal from the single
market, whatever the consequences —  and yet Corbyn’s supporters on
the left accepted it because they refuse to believe that Corbyn himself,
as a man of principle, can really mean it.

Every word Miliband (or indeed virtually anyone else who is not Cor-
byn) says is treated with suspicion. The pro-single market arguments of
the contemporary Blair are inherently far less punitive on immigration
than Corbyn’s position. Yet Corbyn is given the benefit of the doubt
every time, even when the policy is written down in black and white.
This is triangulation of the highest order, enabling Labour to appeal to
hardline anti-migrant UKIP voters while also keeping the trust of the
“cosmopolitan” urban left.

It is doubtful any other Labour leader would have been capable of
achieving this. Yet the faith in Corbyn’s supposedly unshakeable core
beliefs is such that his party’s policies on immigration barely register
amongst people who would be incandescent with rage if another Labour
leader even vaguely gestured towards them.

The problem… is that policies which cannot objectively be regarded
as left-wing — and indeed in real terms would be catastrophic for the
living conditions of the working class — are uncritically supported, even
deemed “socialist”, merely by dint of coming from Corbyn’s mouth.

The opposite is true when it comes to how Corbyn’s supporters view
the soft left, with policies proposed by them regarded as a priori “Blairite”
regardless of actual content. This an emotional response, not a political
one, and its only consequence hitherto has been the perpetuation of Tory
rule.

Brexit is the one issue where triangulation is impossible. In a political
economy entirely overdetermined by the unprecedented circumstances
of Brexit, this strategy of inverse Blairism — sounding left while (in
many, though not all, ways) acting right — however skilfully managed,
cannot hold.

Corbyn’s much derided “0% strategy” on Brexit proved to a be a short-
term electoral masterstroke, assuring Red Kippers that he was commit-
ted to pulling out of the single market and clamping down on
immigration, while allowing Remainers to project their hopes for a softer
landing onto him. But at some point a decision has to be made. It cannot
be continually pushed down the line, hedged and obfuscated by vague
promises of “tariff-free access”.

Every one of Corbyn’s much-vaunted manifesto pledges relies on an
increased tax-take and growth strategy. Those are predicated upon re-
maining in the single market, and thus entail retaining free movement.
Yet the manifesto promise to end free movement (reiterated by John
McDonnell in the weekend after the election result) makes nationalist
protectionism the axiomatic position of both major parties, one which
for Labour cannot be overturned without shedding one half of the elec-
toral coalition which has secured Corbyn’s position.

The struggle to win the support of the ex-UKIP Leave vote has led
to Farage’s nativist agenda poisoning the well of the British polity as a
whole, left and right. That is the real reason he is still never off the air-
waves, despite UKIP’s ostensible collapse. The risk on one side is of eco-
nomic catastrophe, on the other the development of a “stab in the back”
myth of national betrayal.

No amount of energetic canvassing or witty memes can bridge such
an abyss. It requires the political courage to be truly honest with the
electorate about the consequences of withdrawal from the single mar-
ket, traits which for all Corbyn’s purported authenticity have, in this
context at least, been in short supply.

Reprinted here, excerpts from an article by Matt Bolton
of the University of Roehampton, criticising Corbyn on
free movement and other issues, orginally published on
the Sheffield Political Economy Research Institute blog.
For the full article, see bit.ly/2swNUSY.  Bolton’s
criticisms do not make easy reading for left-wing Corbyn
supporters, but they are sharp.
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migrants 

Corbyn’s contradictions on free movement

The following discussion proposal was sub-
mitted by Lewisham Momentum to the 17
June “Transform Labour!” event organised
by the Grassroots Momentum network.

The Tories’ plans for a “hard Brexit” will
mean the ending of freedom of movement
for workers and others from the EU.

The dominant Leave campaign and the
Brexit vote boosted hostility to migrants (and
racism more generally), with the number of
hate crimes rising dramatically.

The Tory government, trashing the living
standards of already-struggling communities
while promoting foul anti-migrant policies
and rhetoric, has stoked this fire. 

Although the plan did not come off on any-

thing like the scale they hoped for, Brexit sen-
timent strengthened the Tories across swathes
of the North of England in particular, trans-
ferring half a dozen historic working-class
Labour constituencies into the Conservative
column.

We want Labour to campaign to, minimally,
limit the damage of Brexit by defending free
movement and workers’ rights — fighting
racism and uniting workers and communities
to win increased resources. The party has
made excellent steps in this direction, but its
apparent commitment to ending free move-
ment from Europe is a step in the wrong di-
rection.

We need to extend free movement, not
limit it!

Strong, nationally-coordinated, grassroots-
powered campaigns for Labour policies like a
£10 an hour minimum wage, higher wages
generally, banning zero hours contracts and
tackling insecurity at work, strengthening our
unions, building council houses and taxing the
rich to rebuild public services can help unite
workers of all backgrounds, undermine the
basis of anti-migrant politics and win a ma-
jority for free movement. 

That is the line the labour movement and
Labour Party should pursue.

We need a Labour campaign for migrants’
rights/free movement, taking up the issue in
the party nationally and locally and produc-
ing briefings and campaign materials for
local parties and activists.

Fight for Labour to defend free movement
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To read parts of the capitalist
press, you’d think Labour’s gen-
eral election manifesto was an
updating of the Communist
Manifesto.

In fact the manifesto is largely
within the political “space” of tra-
ditional social democracy. If car-
ried out in full, it will leave Britain
in many respects less social dem-
ocratic than it was until after
Thatcher won her third election
victory. (Compare the 1983 man-
ifesto and you will see it was sub-
stantially more radical.) But to
focus on the limitations would be out
of place: what is striking about the
manifesto is not its conservatism, but
the extent to which it seeks to break
out of the pattern of the last three
decades. The direction of move-
ment is striking.

Since the early 1990s at least,
Labour for the most part swam
with the tide of neo-liberalism, i.e.
the aggressive reshaping and of-
fensive of capitalism following the
defeats of organised workers by
the Thatcher government in the
mid-1980s (with strong parallels
all over the world). In the 1990s,
while oiling the gears with more
public spending, the Blair govern-
ment enthusiastically took these
trends a long way further, partic-
ularly in terms of privatisation, ca-
sualisation of labour and the
growth of inequality.

No wonder, then, that public
opinion on many issues shifted to
the right not under Thatcher or
Major but under Blair – and no
wonder that post-2007 Labour
accepted the Tory accusation its
spending was responsible for the
financial crisis and endorsed the
need for “austerity”, further shift-
ing politics rightwards.

Now Labour is saying that we
can tax the rich and capitalists
more, that inequality can be cut
back, that we can expand the wel-
fare state, not only stop privatisa-
tion but increase public
ownership, and so on. In short

that we can aspire not only to stop
the juggernaut of “austerity”, but
also to claw back some of the
wealth capitalism makes from
workers’ labour and use it to im-
plement a greater degree of social
solidarity, social provision and so-
cial control.

After many frustrating months
of fumbling and hesitation, Cor-
byn and McDonnell have found
their voice, producing a document
that maps a very different direc-

tion of movement from the neo-
liberalism of the last thirty years,
in all its variants. Few if any man-
ifestos from large left parties dur-
ing that period have been in the
same league. The Syriza mani-
festo of 2012 was more radical,
but its platform of 2015, when it
won, was not.

The Tories, much of their press
and their understudies in the
Labour Party condemn Corbyn’s
program, and a manifesto shaped
by it, as “radical socialism” because
for so many years British ruling
class has been used to having al-
most everything almost entirely
its own way. They are outraged by
the idea that a significant political
force might raise significant ob-
jections to the way society is being
run and propose a significantly
different model – and so they
“condemn” what it is saying in

wildly over-the-top terms. As
when Corbyn was first elected,
they sense a possibility, however
conditional at present, that the
long-lasting blockade on mean-
ingfully left-wing politics will be
broken.

Out canvassing, Labour ac-
tivists who want to are able to
make the kind of left-wing, class-
based arguments it was much
harder to plausibly make pre-
Corbyn, with previous manifestos.
Such arguments – if they are built
on long-term – provide some
basis to shift British politics and
open up more radical possibilities.
The movement in the polls, ten-
tative as it is so far, is a very hope-
ful sign.

None of this is to say that we
should ignore the manifesto’s
shortcomings. We should use it as
a basis to develop wide discussion
of the policies and wider politics

the labour movement needs – to
enrich, deepen, correct and radi-
calise Labour’s program in the
years ahead, whether that’s under
a Corbyn government or in oppo-
sition. We have wasted too much
time not doing that over the last
18 months.

So, for instance, halting the
push for academisation does not
answer what should be done
about the huge number of schools
now outside local authority con-
trol. For instance, the biggest
council house building program
“for at least thirty years” would
still leave us with a massive short-
age of housing. For instance – and
this issue is central and decisive –
repealing the Trade Union Act
would still leave the vast bulk of
the anti-union/anti-strike laws in
place (I suspect this omission is
the work of the leaders of the big
unions, who have no desire to

make it easier for workers to strike
with less reference to them).

Then there are issues like sup-
port for renewal of Trident and
membership of NATO, where our
progress so far has been negligible
and we need to not so much de-
velop the party’s policy as change
it.

But again: with this manifesto
we have a very good basis to de-
velop things from; and a good
basis to argue for radical, pro-
working class policies on the
doorstep, in workplaces and in the
community.

There is just one issue on which
the manifesto actively goes in the
wrong direction, and that is on
endorsing the end of freedom of
movement from Europe after
Brexit. We have the paradox of a
very positive tone towards mi-
grants and migration, far more
than for many decades, combined
with the most restrictive immi-
gration policy the party has had
for many decades too. As can-
vassers in many areas will confirm,
this is no small issue! My view is
that, in so far as we can, we should
simply argue for free movement.
To someone seriously convinced
by nationalist anti-migrant argu-
ments, in any case, “Labour is
against free movement too” will
not be convincing.

After the election, we need that
great discussion around policy,
about what the labour movement
should demand, intertwined with
a fight to democratise the Labour
Party so that democratically-de-
cided policies (above all, policies
agreed by Labour conference)
stick. That discussion needs to
start among activists out cam-
paigning, now. If Labour wins the
election, we need to defend the
manifesto, insist it is imple-
mented, fight to ditch the bad bits
(particularly on immigration) and
improve the best as much is pos-
sible, and push the discussion for-
ward.

If Jeremy Corbyn becomes
prime minister, the wild denunci-
ation and huge pressure being lev-
elled on the Labour leadership
will not come to an end but prob-
ably ramp up. We will have to re-
sist huge pressure to retreat. 

Activists should learn about
what happened to Francois Mit-
terand’s government in France
after 1981, or Syriza in Greece in
2015.

the manifesto

Labour manifesto: Corbyn finds his voice
In many respects Labour’s manifesto was a huge breath of
fresh air. Here we publish excerpts from the article by Sacha
Ismail we published online commenting on it shortly after it
came out. The Clarion shares most Labour activists and
supporters’ enthusiasm for the manifesto, but we think there
is nothing to be gained from failing to challenge its
shortcomings. We hope to promote more debate about
where Labour policy should be developed, strengthened and
changed in coming issues.
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ireland

Everyone here has been getting
excited about our election results
and ignoring Northern Ireland.
What happened there?

The context is the assembly
elections earlier this year, when
the DUP was caught up in the
scandal over renewable heating
incentives. It fought back with
very aggressive sectarian language,
creating a polarized situation
where nationalists voted heavily
for Sinn Fein and had more seats
than unionists, for the first time,
in the assembly. This Westminster
election was also very polarized,
but the DUP successfully mo-
bilised a unionist backlash. They
are in a strong position, and poli-
tics in Northern Ireland, post-
Brexit, is stuck in these two blocs.

What did the left say and do in
the election?

In the 2016 assembly elections
the left had a bit of a break-
through, in that People Before
Profit, which was set up by the
SWP, actually got two members
elected. Gerry Carroll actually
topped the poll in West Belfast, it
was a real blow to Sinn Fein. The
other left electoral forces are mar-
ginal. And PBP became a victim
of their own doctrine, when Ea-
monn McCann lost his seat in
Derry this year, essentially because
they advocated Brexit in a city
that voted 78pc Remain. 

The Labour Party here has run
into inertia. Everything has got
focused on the right to stand can-
didates. There’s a review, but the
election delayed it, and some peo-
ple reacted very clumsily, for in-
stance advocating a legal
challenge to the party. Particularly
given the stuff about the UK gov-
ernment being an impartial bro-
ker, I think the review is very
unlikely to support our right to
stand. What we need is a real di-
alogue with activists in England
about this issue. I also think we
probably need to move towards a
separate party which is affiliated
with Labour but independent.

We have had several member-
ship surges, bringing in people
from both communities as well as

ethnic minorities as Northern Ire-
land becomes more diverse. But
the fact that we are not really a
proper party, in terms of candi-
dates, and only having one CLP
for a million people tends to dis-
appoint people, and they drift
away. UK Labour has not been
very keen on encouraging and de-
veloping this support.

The UK party has a responsi-
bility for sectarian politics in
Northern Ireland, because it has
helped suppress the development
of a class-based Labour alterna-
tive. It has supported the SDLP,
which is not left-wing, which is a
communal party, and which is
currently fracturing around abor-
tion, because three of its council-
lors would not condemn
intimidation of pregnant women.
The party as a whole has links to
pro-life groups. Sinn Fein is not
as progressive as people think. It
has implemented austerity here
and is not a democratic party. It is
still centrally controlled by the
Army Council. There are positive
aspects to Sinn Fein, but we need
support to build something differ-
ent, based on class.

What was your take on the at-
tacks on Corbyn over Ireland
during the election?

It was pitiful. Over here there is
some feeling against him from in-
transigent unionists, but during
the Troubles Northern Ireland
was Westminster’s dirty little se-
cret and Corbyn got involved
when he did not benefit from
doing so. The Tories have no right
to criticize him, not only in terms
of their own secret dialogues with
the IRA, but also the British
state’s links with loyalist paramil-
itaries, the DUP deal, and even
calling the Brexit vote with no
thought of its impact on Ireland.
Portraying the Troubles as some
sort of republican manifestation
or implying republicanism is
somehow illegitimate is wrong.

What is the nature of the DUP?
What impact will they have on
UK politics?

The other main unionist party
here, the Ulster Unionists, is like
a right-wing Tory party. Enoch
Powell joined it. Bear in mind that
the DUP is even further to the
right.

I don’t think they can have an

endless wishlist, because what
they fear most is a Corbyn gov-
ernment, so the Tories have some
cards too. They’ll want to confirm
Brexit: the only people in North-
ern Ireland who supported Brexit
were the doctrinaire left and the
DUP! They may want to lower
corporation tax but at the same
time not lose out from the block
grant Northern Ireland gets. Also
concessions on subsidies to farm-
ers, who’ll be losing out from leav-
ing the EU. Protestant farmers are
a huge constituency for the DUP. 

The idea they’ll oppose the To-
ries’ austerity program is dubious,
because they are right-wing Tories
themselves and have enthusiasti-
cally implemented cuts. They may
want some money for deprived
Protestant areas where paramili-
taries are strong. Of course the
Tories may row back on austerity
anyway but present this as a con-
cession. But the DUP is no enemy
of austerity or friend of the work-
ing class.

We should reverse what the To-
ries tried to do with Corbyn and
use the DUP to toxify their brand.
These are people who would be
expelled from UKIP. They have a
long historical links with paramil-
itaries, and now these paramili-
taries openly advocate voting
DUP. In terms of “stable govern-
ment” they are experts at creating
chaos!

Northern Irish Labour activists
often say that it’s better not to
raise slogans about the constitu-
tional question because it cuts
against cross-community organ-
ising. Do you think that’s right?

I’d call myself a republican, but
I don’t spend every minute dream-
ing of a united Ireland. I’m a so-
cialist and an internationalist. But
the Labour position is weak – it’s
not good enough to say the people
will decide – there’s a political, so-

cial and economic reality and it
requires an opinion if you want to
build a labour movement that’s
successful on the class questions.
That’s doubly so because the con-
stitutional question was sort of
drifting away but Brexit has
brought it back to the fore. We
need a special status for the North
at least. We need a more inte-
grated way of working as an is-
land, though that doesn’t have to
be wrapped up as a united Ireland.
That’s what was good about the
EU, for all its bad aspects. The
UK as it is constituted is not
workable.

I should say there’s a unionist
element here who don’t like right-
wing economic policies and would
like to see Labour go for sort of
normalising Northern Ireland as
part of the UK. They want to cop-
per-fasten the Union by saying,
look, it’s just like England. We
need to separate out the issues.

What links do you have with
struggles in the Republic or Ire-
land?

It’s interesting that on an island
with no meaningful border, there’s
so little cross pollination of poli-
tics. One of my problems with a
purely Northern Ireland Labour
Party is you need to discuss what’s
going in the Republic. The more
inward-looking elements of the
LPNI are focused purely on
Northern Ireland. Some are
members of the Irish Labour
Party, but that party is completely
neoliberal and has been deci-
mated. When I was chair we
made solidarity with the Jobstown
protest. We built Diem 25 as an
Ireland-wide campaign, building
links for instance with the Right
to Water people in Cork and else-
where. 

Perhaps at some point we
could help transform and reha-
bilitate Labour down South.

Northern Ireland after the election
Phil Kelly, an activist in the
Labour Party of Northern
Ireland and its former chair,
spoke to The Clarion.

Ian Paisley, founder of the DUP



Some members of the Momentum Youth and Students committee
called an out-of-the-blue online vote to purge left-wingers from MYS
by a) expelling committee members who are not members of the
Labour Party (i.e. who Labour’s “Compliance Unit” has expelled) and
b) saying that members of socialist organisations like Workers’ Liberty
and Socialist Appeal will be excluded from future MYS events.

They did this in the middle of the General Election campaign, after
months of ensuring that MYS is inactive.

This was done a few days after the right-wing leadership of Labour
Students kept control of the organisation by expelling and excluding var-
ious left-wing Labour Clubs and activists from its national conference.
Effectively MYS was copying those young Blairites. (And also violating
the Momentum and MYS constitutions, which say that all Momentum
members under 30 are MYS members.)

This bizarre action suggests that these MYS committee members are
totally unserious about democratising Labour; that they are at best in-
different to the expulsions and suspensions by the party machine which
have formed such an important part of its drive to undermine the party
leadership (in fact some of them say openly that they support them); and

that they are more interested in pursuing factional vendettas than fight-
ing for a Labour victory.

We call for such ridiculous, destructive behaviour to come to an
end; for Momentum to stop flirting with purging its members and in-
stead fight the Labour purge; and for the whole left to unite to fight
to make Jeremy Corbyn prime minister and win socialist policies.

Initial signatories include:
Sahaya James, Momentum NCG and UAL Labour chair • Rida

Vaquas, Momentum NCG • Hattie Craig, MYS committee member •
Monty Shield, MYS committee member • Liam McNulty, MYS com-
mittee member • Ed Potts, MYS committee member • Ben Gliniecki,
MYS committee member • Hansika Jethnani, NUS NEC • Omar Raii,
NUS NEC • Anastazja Oppenheim, NUS NEC • Alex Stuart, Surrey
Labour chair • Sara Khan, Manchester Central CLP • Josh Berlyne,
Sheffield Central CLP • Shula Kombe, Manchester Central CLP • Kru-
tik Patel, Manchester Labour Students • Maisie Sanders, Lewisham
Deptford CLP • George Bunn, Sleaford and North Hykeham CLP •
Finn Northrop, Norwich South CLP • Nathan Rogers, Dulwich and
West Norwood CLP • Emma Runswick, Salford CLP

For a longer list of signatories see bit.ly/2sQdBzS
For more information or to add your name email 
maisierosesanders@gmail.com
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momentum

No to Momentum’s youth purge

Put expulsions back on the agenda
During the election, expulsions of left-wingers from the Labour
Party seemed to stop – except for a few people who supported anti-
Labour candidates, for various reasons. (The members in Surrey
who wanted to support the NHS Action Party against Jeremy Hunt
were wrong but sympathetic, unlike the “Corbyn-supporter” in
Hastings who stood against Labour and cost us the seat.)

But it would be foolish to assume the purge will not start again. In
any case, hundreds remain excluded. We face the absurd situation
where activists who campaigned passionately and energetically for
Labour in the election are not allowed to be Labour members.

The Stop the Labour Purge campaign is relaunching to fight any
new purge and push forward the struggle for comrades to be rein-
stated. We also want to change Labour’s rules and culture so these
things cannot happen again – an essential part of winning a demo-
cratic, member-led party.
• We need to get rule changes to Labour’s conference insisting that
organised socialists can be active in the Party. Without this the whole
of the left remains under threat. STLP is promoting such a rule
change – please get your CLP to submit by 7 July. See 
stopthelabourpurge.wordpress.com/2017/06/19/urgent
• Expelled or suspended comrades should write back to the Compli-
ance Unit and demand to be readmitted. Some people have been, or
been given appeals, or told they can reapply earlier.
• We should launch local campaigns for the reinstatement of partic-
ular activists.

Stop the Labour Party will be circulating information about such
initiatives while also building a wider national campaign. Check for
updates on our website stopthelabourpurge.wordpress.com or email
us at stopthelabourpurge@gmail.com 

Revive Momentum groups
By Jill Mountford, Lewisham Momentum chair

Speaking at our first post-election Lewisham Momentum meeting
on 20 June, the chair of one Lewisham West Labour ward said his
branch had 39 new members since the election — one third rejoin-
ers, two thirds new people. There is a new surge, he argued.

At this meeting, despite stifling heat followed by a beautiful evening
for the pub or park, we had 70 people, many of them new and pre-
dominantly young, with many returners too. 

Lewisham, a very active group, had declined a bit shortly before the
general election was called, although we were very active in the election
itself. Many groups are the same. Some have stopped functioning al-
together. Groups get little encouragement from the Momentum office.
They have no real role in the new, imposed Momentum constitution.

But local groups are central to building activist collectives which
can discuss political ideas, get people out on the streets and take over
and transform local Labour Parties. We should make use of the surge
of new interest to rebuild and get active fast. 

CLP caucuses are essential. We devoted a large chunk of the
Lewisham meeting to these. If you live in an area where the Momen-
tum group has been shut down by supporters of the office, consider
organising a constituency-level group.

It is possible and necessary for groups to combine Labour Party ac-
tivity with outward-facing campaigning. We discussed the Grenfell
fire, launching a campaign around housing in response, migrants’ rights
and solidarity with the Picturehouse strike.

Left-wingers on the Momentum NCG should push for more
support and recognition of the role of groups. We should revive
Momentum’s regional networks, and also see if Grassroots Momen-
tum can be used for coordination.

Shortly before the general election, a narrow majority on the na-
tional committee of the defunct Momentum Youth and Students
group voted to expel those expelled by the Labour Party and to bar
members of socialist organisations from any future MYS events.
The motion passed was similar to one overwhelming rejected, with
only two votes for, at a Scottish Labour Young Socialists conference
earlier this year, but worse in endorsing the Labour purge.

Others in the Momentum hierarchy have suggested that this vi-
olates the organisation’s constitution and will have no impact. We
will see. The fact that this took place tells you something about the
culture that has been created in parts of the top of Momentum.
What a sad waste of time, energy and goodwill!

Below is a statement of protest by young Momentum members.



By a railway worker and
RMT rep 

Labour's surge, in which thou-
sands of people, many young, are
being enthused and mobilised
around left-wing politics, needs
to find expression in the indus-
trial labour movement. 

Strike figures are the lowest
since records began, and union
membership is declining, after a
period of stagnation (which fol-
lowed an earlier period of de-
cline). Combative, sustained
industrial disputes like those of
the Picturehouse cinema workers,
Durham teaching assistants, BA
cabin crew workers, or rail work-
ers fighting “Driver Only Opera-
tion”, are exceptions. Significant

victories, like that of LSE cleaners
against outsourcing, are rare. 

Militant union activists in
Labour must fight to make
Labour “the party of strikes”. The
leadership should unapologeti-
cally support and encourage in-
dustrial action. It should support
and encourage members to organ-
ise and take industrial action in
support of its manifesto policies,
such as the £10ph minimum
wage. 

This is necessary, firstly, because
reversing the decline in union
membership and workers’ mili-
tancy is essential for rebuilding
working-class power. Secondly,
national campaigns of industrial
action, particularly if linked to
Labour policies, will help create
an atmosphere in which it is dif-

ficult for the Tories to continue to
govern. And thirdly, with the re-
form efforts of any left-Labour
government likely to elicit a harsh
backlash from capital and the
state, we will require a more mili-
tant and better organised indus-
trial labour movement to make
even the relatively moderate pol-
icy platform of the 2017 mani-
festo a reality.  

All local Labour Parties should
take up some form of campaign-
ing activity focused on workplace
organising and workers’ struggles.
Labour's £10ph policy, which the
Bakers’ Union have already been
campaigning on in the fast food
industry, provides an easy hook.
CLPs should link with BFAWU
branches to organise demonstra-
tions, petitioning, and organising

drives focused on fast food outlets. 
Labour parties should provide

active, material support for all in-
dustrial disputes taking place lo-
cally, visiting picket lines and
fundraising for strike funds. Sen-
ior Labour politicians should
make a point of visiting picket
lines. Training and education for
new party members should in-
clude a focus on organising at
work, hooking activists up with
union branches. 

Labour must go beyond its
manifesto commitment to scrap
the Trade Union Act, and com-
mit to repealing all anti-union
legislation, and replacing it with
a positive charter of workers' and
trade union rights, including a
strong right to strike. 

theclarionmag@gmail.com@Clarion_MagFacebook.com/theclarionmag

Support the sacked 
Picturehouse union reps!
As Picturehouse cinema workers’ campaign and strikes for the Living
Wage, sick pay, maternity pay, union recognition and other demands
continues to grow, the company’s management have responded by
sacking three union reps at the Ritzy in Brixton — the cinema where
the dispute began. 

As we went to press they looked likely to sack another.
Shadow Chancellor John McDonnell is absolutely right to say:
“The whole labour movement stands shoulder to shoulder with vic-

timised workers at the Ritzy cinema and across the Picturehouse chain.
“We cannot continue with an economy in which it has become nor-

mal for workers to be precarious, underpaid and exploited.”
What you can do to make this solidarity concrete:
• Invite a Picturehouse worker to speak at your Momentum group,

Labour Party, union branch or other organisation.
• Organise a collection or make a donation to their strike fund – these

are low paid workers who have taken been on strike dozens of times
since last September. Donations can be made at: bit.ly/2rUv2eO

• Pass a motion, and do a collection. For details see: bit.ly/2sTaKqZ
• Organise pickets, demonstrations and actions at your local Picture-

house or Cineworld, build links with the workers.

• Send messages of protest to Picturehouse CEO Mooky Greidinger:
mooky.greidinger@cineworld.co.uk

• For more information see www.picturehouselivingwage.com
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“It would be great to see Jeremy Corbyn on our picket line”
For an interview with Ritzy BECTU union reps Kiv Legate and
Kelly Rogers in Clarion issue 4, see: bit.ly/ritzyint

Make Labour the party of strikes


